Abstract.
Introduction
For every bounded domain D c C" , we denote by kD and cD respectively the Kobayashi and Carathéodory distances and by kd and yD the corresponding infinitesimal metrics (cf. [8] , [11] , [5] ).
It is a well-known result of Lempert that on convex domains the Kobayashi and Carathéodory distances (resp metrics) coincide ( [9] , [10] ).
For an arbitrary domain an elementary argument yields cD < kD and yD ^ kd ■
The main result of this paper is the following theorem: Theorem 1. Let D <g C" be a strongly pseudoconvex bounded domain with C boundary. For every e > 0 there exists a compact set K c D, depending only on e, such that if z g D\K then for every w g D we have
(1) kD(z,w)<(l+e)cD(z,w).
The main tools for the proof are the following:
(i) the results of Lempert on the coincidence of the Kobayashi and Carathéodory distances and infinitesimal metrics on convex domains; (ii) the results of Graham on the localization of the Kobayashi and Carathéodory infinitesimal metric near the boundary; (iii) some boundary estimates for the Kobayashi and Carathéodory distances obtained by Voormor, Forstneric, Rosay, Fadlalla and Abate; (iv) an embedding theorem of Fornaess.
Throughout the paper we also prove some auxiliary results which are of independent interest (cf. Propositions 3 and 4).
The proof
Throughout the paper D stands for a strongly pseudoconvex bounded domain with C boundary in C" . First we recall the localization results of Graham for infinitesimal metrics (cf. [6] ). Proposition 1. Let x G dD and let U be a neighborhood of x with D n U connected. Then (2) umK^>y) = limW^y) = 1)
uniformly for v G C"\{0}. y the compactness of 3D we can suppose that there exists x G dD such that zt-»x.
Let U be a neighborhood of x such that D n U is biholomorphic to a convex set. Then we have KDnu = yDnu and therefore by (2) lim 1dÍLlLÜA= Hm kd^'vu) yDnu(zv>v,) _, h-oo yD(zv,vv) *-*H»*Dnuiz»>vJ yD(zv>vJ which contradicts (4) . In the following proposition we summarize the boundary estimates for the Kobayashi and Carathéodory distances that we need. (ii) for every choice of x and y in dD with x^y there exist neighborhoods U and V respectively of x and y and constants Cx, C2 G R such that for all z G DciU and w g D n V we have
(iii) for every x G dD there exists a neighborhood U of x and a constant C G R such that for every choice of z, and z2 in Df\U we have 2 2
The proofs of (5), (6) and (7) are in [13] , [4] , [1] and [2] . Now we need an analog of Proposition 1 for the Kobayashi distance; the idea is to use (2) and the fact that the Kobayashi distance is the integrated form of the corresponding infinitesimal metric. The difficulty here is to have a control on the paths of integration. This is achieved with the help of the following geometric lemma. Summing we obtain -x2logd(zv,dD)-\logd(wu,dD)-logd(tv,dD) + 2Cx < < kD(zv ,tv) + kD(wv ,tv) < kD(zv ,wv) + C.
In both cases, combining the inequalities obtained with the estimate (7) for kD(zv ,ivf) we get a contradiction, Q.E.D. Remark. A similar argument, and the estimates in [4] for the boundary behavior of the Kobayashi distance, yield the same result assuming the strongly pseudoconvexity of dD only at x .
Remark. The lemma is clearly true also replacing the Kobayashi with the Carathéodory distance. Proof. Let x G dD and U be a neighborhood of x with DC\U connected. Let {zv}, {wv} c DC\ U be two arbitrary sequences converging to x with zv ^ wv and let e > 0. By Proposition 1 there exists a neighborhood V c U of x such that for every z G DnV and v gC" we have (9) KDnu(z,v)<(l+e)KD(z,v).
Let ev = min{e,kD(zv ,wv)~x} . Since the Kobayashi distance is the integrated form of the Kobayashi infinitesimal metric (cf. [11] for a precise statement and (10) kD(z,w)<(l+e)kQ(F(z),F(w)). Proof. By the transversality assumption there are constants C, , C2 > 0 such that for every z g D (11) Cxd(z,3D) <d(F(z),dQ) < C2d(z,dD).
Suppose that (10) contradicting (12) . By the boundedness of D we can suppose that there exist x G dD and y G D such that zv -> x and wv -> y. Suppose that y g Z) or y G dD but x ^ y . Then, by (5) in the first case and by (6) in the second one, and by (11), we find that for a suitable constant C (14) Q<kD(zu,wi))-ka(F(zv),F(w¡/))<C.
Again by (5) and (6) in both cases we have (15) lim kD{zu,wv)= lim ka(F(z ) ,F(wv)) = +oo.
y (14) and (15) we immediately obtain (13) . It remains to investigate what happens when x = y G dD. In this case, by the transversality assumption and since the domains are strongly pseudoconvex, there are neighborhoods U and V respectively of x and F(x) G 9Q such that D n U and flnK are connected, F(DnU) c £1<~)V, and there exists a holomorphic retraction G: ilnV -► Dn U for F, that is, a mapping such that G(F(z)) = z for every z gDciU (cf. [7] ). Therefore, by the contraction properties of the Kobayashi distance, the holomorphic mapping F: DCiU -> flnF is an isometry (for the Kobayashi distance). Thus, by Proposition 3 we get Hm MZ"'WJ = lim kp(2v>wJ W^2,)'^)),! 0-+00 ka(F(zu),F(wv)) »-++00 kDnu(zv,wv) kçl(F(zv),F(wv)) and the proof is complete, Q.E.D.
Remark. A similar proof can be given of the analogous statement where the Kobayashi distance is replaced by the Kobayashi infinitesimal metric or by the Carathéodory infinitesimal metric. Now we complete the proof of Theorem 1. Given D, by the Fornaess embedding theorem (cf. [3] ) there exist a strongly convex bounded domain il c Cm , m > n, and a holomorphic embedding F : D -* Q, satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 4. Given e > 0, let K <g D be as in (10) . Since on convex domains the Kobayashi and Carathéodory distances coincide, using their contraction properties under holomorphic mappings, for every z G D\A" and every w G D we have kD(z,w) < (l+e)kQ(F(z),F(w)) = (l+e)cQ(F(z),F(w)) < (1 +e)cD(z , w), and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Remark. By Theorem 1 it follows that Propositions 3 and 4 hold also, replacing the Kobayashi distance with the Carathéodory one. It would be interesting to find a proof of Proposition 3 for the Carathéodory distance-and hence of Theorem 1-without using the embedding theorem of Fornaess.
